TO    MALAGA	4OI
And an iron-jawed Business Man going back to the ship
on the rolling tender over the laughing waves, exclaims:
"What a lamentable spectacle! . . . Enough to make
you cry. . . . Not a store open and the caifs absolutely
crammed with people. . . . Complete idleness. . . . What
you'd expect of Dagoes."
As a sanitary measure, out of regard for the health of
employees . . . and because it is the sempiternal reasonable
custom all along the Mediterranean shores, in the summer
months the shops are shut from noon till four. . . . That
gentleman had been in Malaga from half-past one till
half-past three.
On the other hand, an iron-jowled, black-avised, scowling
Andalusian begs us not to believe that that is all Spain
. . . the fan-clickings and the corridas and the castanets
and the swing of the hips. Spain is real; Spain is earnest;
with Moscow at the heart and Chicago on the brain. . , .
Not even New York or New Orleans. They are frivolous.
. . . Chicao. . . . On the other hand, every shop window
is filled with picture-postcards and large photos of "Typical
Andalusian Fiestas/' with lace-covered women riding
pillion or, with hand on hip and fan elevated above the
mantilla, glancing—apparently lasciviously—back at you
over the shoulder. ... I beg pardon. . . . The naked little
boy was at Algeciras, not Malaga. . . .
So what would you make of it all, if you wanted to ? ... I
don't want to. ... In spite of everything, the sempiternal
and unchanging fact is that the climate here is ideal. ... So
ideal that they don't have to trail their vines over trellises;
they just let them run along the dry, red, iron rocks. . . .
Think how lazy you can be here, O luxuriating part-
timer. . . .
When I was a boy at school we used to say one to the
other:
"Can you say three sentences after me?" And then to
the affirmative answerer: "Then say: Malaga raisins are
good; raisins of the Sun are better . . , No, thafs not it. * * *3>
Anyhow, Malaga raisins are good. . . . We must have
eaten five pounds of grapes that afternoon between Malaga
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